
THE NEW COLLABORATION: A GUIDE TO TRANSFORMING PRODUCT DESIGN

While companies always rely on the talent of their 
designers, engineers and executives to create 
innovative products, the new normal of remote 
work has introduced additional barriers to effective 
collaboration and teamwork.

Only Onshape addresses the reality of a remote 
workforce with “anywhere, anytime” CAD access from 
any computer or mobile device (iOS or Android). But 
regardless of where they are physically working, it is 
essential for designers and engineers to be able to 
communicate seamlessly with one another to share 
new ideas, iterate and refine those ideas in real time.

Onshape’s unique cloud-database architecture has 
enabled the creation of a brand new class of CAD 
collaboration features that just weren’t possible in old 
file-based CAD systems. 

Let’s take a look at the variety of tools that help 
distributed design teams communicate more efficiently 
and streamline their processes.

The 10 Real-Time  
CAD Collaboration Tools  
That Will Transform Your  
Product Development Process
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1 Simultaneous Collaboration

Onshape enables true, real-time CAD collaboration, allowing multiple 
engineers to simultaneously work on the same 3D model from anywhere. 
Whenever one team member makes a design change, everyone else on 
the team can instantly see it.

Simultaneous access, viewing and editing allows designers and engineers 
to work in parallel and consider more alternative perspectives. Users can 
now ask and answer questions, share feedback and resolve issues in real 
time for improved designs.

Simultaneous collaboration eliminates the delays, waiting and 
misunderstandings that can arise while using file-based CAD. Users no 
longer need to send copies of files or exchange lengthy emails back and 
forth, instead working together instantly on one single source of truth.
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2 Branching and Merging

Onshape’s Branching and Merging feature allows teams to more efficiently explore alternative 
design ideas by independently pursuing experimental “branches” of a core design, with the 
ability to later merge the best elements from two or more ideas together.

The feature encourages creative risks by allowing users to return to the original main design 
at any time – or any previous stage of an experimental branch with the click of a mouse. 

The convenient and intuitive feature lets 
teams build iterations on designs without 
worrying about overwriting their original 
work. With this capability, teams can easily 
work on different parts of a design, explore 
new design ideas or carry out engineering 
change orders at the same time, without 
affecting each other’s work.

By allowing users to see where their new 
ideas branch off the original design, users 
can instantly return to an earlier stage of a 
project if needed. Branches can be easily 
compared to check for conflicts and merged 
together to converge on the best design, 
allowing engineers the freedom to explore 
all possible solutions in parallel.

Unique to Onshape, this feature eliminates 
the manual, cumbersome and time-
consuming work to “re-create” a new third 
design when engineers with two great design 
elements want to combine their ideas.
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3 Follow Mode

When engineers wish to discuss elements of a design with team members, 
Onshape’s Follow Mode feature enables multiple users at various 
locations to easily follow the leader in real time for live design reviews, 
demonstrations and training sessions.  Follow Mode lets users share 
information and engage with their internal or external teams as if they 
were in the same room together.

Follow Mode lets participants see geometry selections, view rotations and 
model changes as they happen, making it easy for users to follow along 
and add suggestions using Onshape’s built-in live commenting tools.  
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4 Edit History

As any designer can tell you, the creative process is seldom linear. The 
journey to a great design often requires experimentation, iteration and 
multiple starts and stops. With unlimited “undo” and “redo,” users can 
easily move forward or backward to any stage in the editing process.

Closely related to Branching and Merging, the Edit History feature provides 
a comprehensive list of all changes made to the design document.  

The feature enhances team collaboration by letting team members work 
together and make edits and revisions without fear or concern of losing 
earlier work. With clear visibility into all edits, users can review, change 
and undo edits as needed. The Edit History’s audit trail is unalterable and 
is never erased, offering a reassuring always-available documentation of 
the life of a design project.

Users can now design 
more boldly, take 
more chances and 
try new ideas – all 
with the confidence 
that they can easily 
go back to an earlier 
version if needed.
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5 Live Comments

Onshape’s Live Comments feature allows users to share feedback in real 
time in a shared Document.

Teammates can share comments with specific individuals or the entire 
team. Users can view each other’s comments, leave replies and receive 
email notifications when a new comment is made. Because users (with 
appropriate permissions) can make comments and mentions anywhere 
in the design document, colleagues no longer need to wait for serial 
clarifications via email or IM to address stakeholder input.

The intuitive and easy-view nature of the “flyout” in this Onshape application 
allows users to view comments at a glance and ensures that they are up-to-
date on the latest feedback – eliminating the frustrating delays associated 
with traditional email feedback. 

Live Comments adds an overall “chat like” feel to the feedback process, 
improving efficiency and eliminating ambiguity.
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6 Real-Time Notifications

Real-time notifications ensure that designers and engineers receive 
timely “pushed” updates of comments in both the application and the 
user’s email.  

For extended team stakeholders, the feature lets users know when a 
thread that they are part of has received a new comment. Because users 
now can see comments as they are made, real-time notifications improve 
team engagement and collaboration.

Real-time notifications reduce the administrative hassle and friction of 
manually logging into a design to simply “get up to speed” on feedback from 
other team members. The feature helps streamline team collaboration 
and improves communication, enabling a faster time-to-market.
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7 Markups

Onshape’s Markup feature improves the ability of teammates to share 
instant feedback with each other.  Markups allow users to quickly and 
conveniently capture an image of a product, assembly or part, mark it up 
with notation, and share it with a recipient.

The benefit to users is clear. The Markups feature eliminates the hassle of 
using multiple separate software applications to first take a screengrab, 
then mark it up, and then send it (usually by email). Rather than using 
multiple tools and systems, users can now make all markup notations in 
one place while never leaving Onshape’s secure cloud workspace.

With Markups, users and recipients also now have a clearly documented 
workstream of changes. In addition, the feature keeps all files and key 
comments in one place – streamlining communication and providing 
a convenient, accessible record of activity that eliminates the need to 
constantly “find” an old email. As a result, there is clear documentation 
later in the process as to why previous decisions were made.
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8 Assigning Tasks

No surprises here. Onshape’s Assigning Tasks feature, as the name 
implies, allows users to quickly assign tasks to individuals or entire teams 
of individuals. A project lead can effectively use the commenting function 
to delegate a new assignment or a list of them.

From a user standpoint, the feature provides a clear task list that 
conveniently resides in the Comments section when they log into the 
application. This task list is easily referenceable, trackable and shows 
progress as it happens.

When users log in, they 
receive a comprehensive 
list of action items that lets 
them manage their own 
workload. Tasks are clearly 
outlined and nothing 
falls through the cracks. 
Everyone is aware of each 
other’s responsibilities and 
accountability, and tasks 
simply don’t get lost.

From a management standpoint, the feature allows project leaders to 
easily keep track of what has been assigned, completed, or is in process 
– and which team members can take on new responsibilities.

The built-in Assigning Tasks feature eliminates the need for cumbersome, 
secondary project management software. All your critical information is 
updated in real time in one central place.
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9 Sharing and Access Permissions

Onshape allows users to control access to their CAD models with robust, 
secure sharing and permissions settings. Designers and engineers can 
share their Documents with an array of gated permissions that range 
from granting full editing privileges (for a trusted partner or vendor) to 
only offering viewing and/or commenting rights.  

It is important to note that Onshape’s Sharing feature allows the original 
owner to remain in full control over their intellectual property. Users 
can quickly and easily revoke access permissions when a partnership 
ends or a project is over. This option to “pull back” a design link at any 
time is especially helpful when sharing CAD models to multiple vendors 
responding to RFPs.

Sharing and Access Per-
missions
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10 Light Users

The Light User function in the Onshape Enterprise plan allows a core team 
member to designate a project stakeholder, either internal or external, 
with secure, limited permissions for providing feedback on a design. This 
provides flexibility for organizations to share up-to-the-minute product 
designs with extended team members or partners who typically would 
not otherwise have CAD access.

Light Users can be granted permission to securely access, view, measure 
or comment on a CAD model. Unlike full guest permission in Onshape’s 
Sharing feature, the Light User permission prevents a user from editing a 
file. This can be particularly useful when sharing a design with an external 
partner – such as a supplier, manufacturer, or even a customer.

Light User functionality provides unparalleled access and collaboration 
between design teams and external partners.  It also allows teams to 
manage permissions quickly and easily, ensuring secure access to only 
selected users.

https://www.onshape.com/en/resource-center/videos/introducing-onshape-enterprise

